
The Craic: 

 ‘Say - were in The Black Bull the night that Joe flipped his lid?   

 ‘You mean Joe the landlord of that dingy old pub that always had those fading black curtains 

slung across the windows to keep the light out and looked as if it hadn’t had a lick of paint 

since the Boer war?’  

   ‘Yeah, that pub.  And do you remember how dim it used to be inside… and those 

floorboards, so warped from the decades of bar fly feet… and the ceiling, stained yellow by 

cigarette smoke?’   

   ‘Yes I do - and to one end of the bar was a pool table with a torn cloth, cigarette burns and a 

large beer stain.  And close by, in a corner, stood a fifties style juke box with traditional Irish 

tunes telling of struggles against climate and foe – and ballads of love; lost and found.’ 

   ‘That’s right.  And around the pub walls were placed fond memories of Ireland. Remember 

all those fading, sepia-toned photos of Irish playwrights; the black-and-white images of 

ramshackle cottages; the colourful poster of Dublin pubs, the proudly framed landscape of 

green fields of barley... The soul of Ireland permeated that pub, whilst the Guinness was 

served cold, with shamrocks carved onto creamy heads.’ 

    ‘Absolutely! And I remember, too, how late night lock-ins were common at the Black Bull; 

those lively music sessions held in the back bar with fiddles, guitars, bodhrans, penny 

whistles, and accordions - and all those singers belting out their favoured tunes.  Quick wit 

and banter sparked sharp in that back bar, whilst, occasionally, sombre, sobering moments 

quieted all as soloists sang solemn airs.’   

     ‘Yeah, that’s it. And remember how lock-ins began after ‘time’ had been called and most 

customers had left the pub - which on busy nights could take some time to achieve.  Then 

once the front bar was emptied, the door was shut tight and the bolts slid home – the 

musicians could settle down for several hours of music making. Remember?’ 

   ‘Kind of – So, anyway, what happened the night Joe lost it?’ 



    ‘Ah!  Maybe you weren’t there that night.  O.k.  I’ll tell you:’ 

                ***************************** 

   ‘Clickety-clickety clack-clack-clack'. The bodhran's paddle circled the wooden frame of the 

tightly skinned, hand-held drum. 'Thumpety-thumpety-thump'. It thwacked the hide and 

throbbed out a repetitive drone. The beat pulsed urgency, a military tattoo, a rhythmic calling 

to battle - and long dead ghosts of the mountainous moors of Ireland arose, in spirit, from the 

bar room floor and silently stood, amid the late night gathering, in tribal attire and salute.  

   Fiddlers picked up the beat and wove intricate spells around the hammering and knocking of 

the drums; elbows swinging in speedy synchronicity as melodies gaily rose and dipped. High 

above, the piercing pitch of a penny whistle soared, playfully dodging the torrents of 

ascending triplets, skilfully ducking the streams of passing notes. Then, in reaching skyward, 

it warbled as a linnet hovering far above the valleys and gathering of clans way below. 

   For ten...fifteen...twenty minutes the music surged to open the evening session with sweat 

beginning to drip off brows. And around the bar feet tapped accompanying rhythms until 

suddenly, with an unseen signal, all stopped.  Not a moment too soon or too late.  And 

congratulatory beams circled around.  

   Next, Ian Gaskill, with a tenor voice so exceedingly rich in honey-toned harmony, led all 

through a collection of traditional ballads and sea shanties which were sung full of gusto. The 

bar then hummed in fine chorus as grey-bearded men sang songs of courage battling raging 

seas and fifty foot waves. The bar crooned as songs were sung of courtship and romance; 

some witty, some forlorn. Then there was a rousing blues with voices synchronised in blended 

harmony and an amusing monologue told by an old gent who sat in the corner with flowers 

sticking out of his hat hugging his battered old squeeze box. 

   The intricacy and virtuosity of the banjo ragtime piece that followed stunned all as notes 

bounced around the bar room walls with machine-gun regularity. Heads bent forward to 

watch as blurred fingers brushed, flicked and stroked across strings to create a fast, flowing 

melody against a steady walking bass. Once finished and the applause had died down a 



medley of Irish jigs and reels was strung together by violins, penny whistles and bhodrans 

which was swiftly succeeded by an old English drinking song with pint glasses raised aloft in 

praise of the landlord, Joe.  

   A natural pause then came about in the proceedings in which pint glasses were refilled and 

whistles re-wetted.  During this time Joe sat steady on his favourite bar stool with his back 

glued against the wall. From here, he could survey out into the yard keeping an eye out for 

unwelcome guests.  

   The 'lock-in' was progressing nicely and during the pause voices burbled in flowing 

conversations, interspersed by cheerful chuckles. A good-humoured, genial ambience 

prevailed.  At a table across from the bar, with his back against the wall, sat a guitarist, John 

Johnson, sipping his coke and chatting to an accordionist and fiddler.  His guitar was 

protectively tucked under his arm and in the back-bar heat, drops of perspiration stood out on 

his forehead. 

   'It's just all for the craic,' he was then heard to say, 'all for the craic'.  

   Unwittingly uttered, these were fatal words. 

   Joe's hand slapped down hard on the bar making a sound like a snapping whip. All heads 

jerked rounds and all conversations stopped.  

   'IT IS NOT ALL FOR THE CRAIC, MR.JOHN JOHNSON!  NO, IT IS NOT!'  

   Joe’s face had become red and he raised himself up so that he towered over John's table.  

John hugged his guitar a little tighter and bravely tried appeasement: 

   'No offence, Joe,' he began, 'we were just chatting. Nothing serious. Just the craic.' 

   But Joe was not appeased and again his hand slapped down loudly on the bar top. 

   'IT IS SERIOUS, MY FRIEND JOHN JOHNSON.  IT IS NOT ALL FOR THE CRAIC!' 

    Ian Gaskill tried to intervene on John's behalf: 

    'Joe, ' he began, softly, 'I'm sure John meant no harm...just talking, that's all.' 

   Joe hammered his fist down so hard that the whole bar shook and the glasses rattled.   

   'MR. JOHN JOHNSON, IT IS NOT ALL JUST A CRAIC.’ 



   John shrugged his shoulders, 

   'It was nothing, Joe,' he half whispered. 

   'NOTHING!'  Joe's face turned from red to purple,' MY FATHER SPENT TWENTY 

DAYS ON HUNGER STRIKE AND THAT WAS NOT FOR NOTHING!' 

   A stunned silence pierced the gathering. No-one dared to breathe or look into Joe’s face.  

Eyes focused on glasses and hands rested in laps. Joe remained standing, overlooking the bar 

room with his fist clenched ready to strike the bar top once more should anyone wish to 

dispute him.   And the silence endured:   A heavy silence.  

   Then, from the far corner, a single voice started up in barely audible song: 

          'Oh Danny Boy, the pipes, the pipes are calling, 

          From glen to glen and down the mountainside', 

  A second, lady's voice, joined in, to be instantly accompanied by a third: 

            'The summer's gone and all the flowers are dying 

           'Tis you, 'tis you, must go and I must bide'. 

  A fiddler's bow then faintly touched the strings and more voices were supplied: 

          'But come ye back, when summer's in the meadow, 

        'Or when the valley's hushed and white with snow' 

   And then, as the music reach a high, all voices rang out in concert: 

         'Tis I'll be here in sunshine or in shadow' 

        'Oh Danny Boy, Oh Danny Boy, I love you so,' 

   The second and third verses were a communion of souls uniting as harmony and melody 

sweetly merged.  For that moment in time, all were one and the music was very, very real.  No 

synthetic emotions were applied in its creation. The full richness and depth of life was 

musically expressed and shared.   It was cathartic, soulful and humbling.  It was prayer.   

   The third verse finally finished. There was then a hush and an uneasy pause.  But Ian 

Gaskill seized the moment and launched into an upbeat, folksy tune which everybody knew. 

And so guitars again started strumming; accordions again began bellowing, and bodhrans 



again began clickety-clacking. The tension was broken.  Then, once Ian's song had finished, 

Joe gave a rousing rendition, in his deep baritone voice, of an old Irish ballad.  Everyone 

enthusiastically applauded. 

   The pace had now picked up again with no pause between songs.  Next was a father who 

playing penny whistle with his son. Perfectly in time together, they deftly manoeuvred 

through fast-flowing, rolling-and-tumbling cascades of crotchets and quavers. Then a solo 

violin haunted the silence with a heart-wrenching ancient requiem, after which accordions 

were pulled and squeezed together with nimble fingers flicking and flying across well-

polished ivory keys. The energy surged and rocked. Then suddenly, yet again, it was deathly 

still and silent as the stars as a lonesome singer sang a dirge-like lament and a heavy 

solemnity descended with heads bowed in solemn remembrances of the hills, the lanes, the 

green fields, the cottages, the lives and the loved ones back home.’ 

                *********************** 

  ‘So, that was the time Joe lost his rag, was it?  Well, true, that was more than just ‘a craic’. 

  ‘It sure was!’ 

                 ___________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                      Phil 

                                                

 

 


